Abstract-Efficient time series similarity search is a fundamental operation for data exploration and analysis. While previous work has focused on indexing progressively larger datasets and has proposed data structures with efficient exact search algorithms, we motivate the need for approximate query methods that can be used in interactive exploration and as fast data analysis subroutines on large spatiotemporal datasets. We formulate a simple approximate range query problem for time series data, and propose a method that aims to quickly access a small number of high quality results of the exact search resultset. We propose an evaluation strategy on the query framework when the false dismissal class is very large relative to the query resultset, and investigate the performance of indexing novel classes of time series subsequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time series data is ubiquitous in contemporary scientific and commercial domains. Historical transaction data and item purchase histories help private firms forecast demand and personalize recommendation systems, while massive scientific data measures biological, astronomical, and ecological functions in different natural systems. The problem of time series similarity search aims to efficiently access time series data that is sufficiently 'similar' to a query time series object. Use cases for similarity search within earth science domains include grouping and characterizing types of vegetation, and studying the extent of change in ecosystems over time [1, 2] .
For very large datasets, an exhaustive scan of the data is computationally prohibitive. Previous work in scalable time series indexing [3, 4] has overcome this by producing data structures that reduce comparisons to a small set of candidate data objects by a sub-linear search. The development of these data structures has used two broad strategies. One family exploits dimensionality reduction techniques to construct a projected data space that can be indexed by a spatial access method such as R-tree [5] ; the prototypical example is Generalized Multimedia Indexing (GEMINI) [6] . The second family exploits coarse time series representations to split the data space, which is indexable due to hierarchical fidelity of the approximation to the original data [7, 8] . Both strategies are used to efficiently answer two basic queries defined relative to a specified distance measure: (1) the k-nearest neighbor search (k-NN), which returns the k time series objects of least distance to the query, and (2) the exact range search, which, given a range threshold, returns all time series objects within this distance to the query. Most previous work has focused on the exact search problem because these methods provide guarantees on completeness and correctness. Exact queries are not relevant when a complete resultset is not necessary or is relatively expensive to find. For example, our motivation relates to a collaborative earth science research platform. Users should be able to launch interactive queries from an interface, and arbitrarily refine or loosen similarity constraints of the resultset. The user may only require the approximate prevalence of a particular time series pattern in a spatial region, and only expects the typical resultset is sufficiently large and of high quality. A second use case aims to build a 'null' distribution relative to a novel query segment, capturing the natural variation of the majority class in a spatial region. In this case, 'k' in a k-NN query may be so large as to cause poor performance with 'best-so-far' pruning strategies. We formulate the problem of approximate range query, which returns only a small portion of high quality results within a particular distance range γ, in much less time than exact search. In contrast to exact query methods, this method does not guarantee either (1) that the k-nearest neighbors are returned, nor (2) that the query has guarantees on recall, meaning it returns an arbitrary portion of possible query results within the range. However, the proposed method experimentally provides sufficiently large resultsets with guarantees on similarity. While previous work has proposed the approximate query as subroutine to building an exact resultset [8] , we formulate the problem as a stand-alone objective to be rigorously evaluated, and extend a previously proposed data structure to be queried on a specified range threshold.
In this work we build a time series indexing data structure for efficient, approximate range queries. We introduce the following contributions: 1) A simple formulation of the fast range query problem 2) An approximate range query method which returns high quality, partial resultsets relative to the exact range query 3) An evaluation methodology measuring the quality of query resultsets relative to the exact range query, in the presence of many false dismissals 4) An exploration of spatiotemporal earth science datasets using querying, and analysis illustrating challenges for query performance across different classes of time series segments Section I-A gives a review of specific related work extended in this paper. Sections II and III propose and evaluate an approximate range query paradigm focused on retrieving a small number of high-quality results on an interactive time scale, evaluating against a base approximate query and an exhaustive linear scan. Section IV outlines the limitations of our work and future directions. All defined symbols in this paper are summarized in Table I .
A. Background
Shieh and Keogh [8] propose using Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [9] to index time series data for similarity search. We give a simplified overview of the building phase and structure of the index. The authors build an index tree which represents the data with a larger number of bits as the representation associated with that object is moved downward in the tree by split operations. Internal nodes yield search paths through the tree and leaf nodes store time series data. The authors use an equal-frequency discretization of k bins over the data space to create an alphabet of k symbols (referred to as cardinality k, where k are powers of two, k = 2 l ). This representation is encoded by the function W (S, k). The time series is thus transformed into a sequence of l-bit (kcardinality) symbols, w h k (the h-th symbol encoding of S, with cardinality k). Using W , each time series object is encoded at a base cardinality (C 1 ) and grouped in nodes of common base encodings at the top of the tree (e.g. a node for each unique binary encoding given all time series objects, with 2 |S| possible nodes). For building the tree downward, there are exactly two symbols produced at a higher cardinality by 'promoting' a particular symbol (from l bits to l + 1 bits). This can be thought of as evenly bisecting the range of values represented by w k in the original data space. The authors use this property to promote a particular time step t from the 2 l -th to the 2 l+1 -th cardinality and split the grouped time series on the two possible encodings of w t 2 l+1 . The authors use a naive round-robin splitting policy and provide a threshold, α, serving as a stopping condition so that for every leaf L, |L| ≤ α. An exact 1-NN search is defined on the index, using best-so-far pruning. However, the authors report only non-interactive runtimes under 1-NN exact search (e.g. 5.8 minutes on datasets of comparable size to our evaluation).
Camerra et al. [3] extend the indexing of SAX representations of time series data. This method focuses on improving index build time to feasibly index on the order of a billion time series objects. Though these studies focus on producing index structures for progressively larger time series datasets, they do not focus on improving index performance for dataset sizes already surpassed. These methods provide no assurance of similarity for leaf nodes and have no mechanism for improving similarity in leaf nodes at the cost of further computation.
Previous work in similarity search aimed at spatiotemporal earth science datasets has focused on exploiting the intrinsically spatial character of this time series data. Zhang et al. [10] propose a data structure designed on smooth fields with high spatial autocorrelation. In the presence of spatial heterogeneity as expressed in other datasets such as vegetation index (see Figure 1) , the tree depth grows very large, and search resultsets are scattered across many small nodes requiring an exact search to traverse many branches. In contrast, our method groups spatially-distant segments with common SAX representations, and uses auxiliary spatial indexing to impose spatial constraints in spatially-oriented time series datasets. A family of object-based hierarchical grouping has sought to spatially segment data according to spatially-contiguous similarity at varying similarity thresholds, without building a search index [11] . These methods are also sensitive to spatial heterogeneity, which may produce fragmented groupings when similar time series are found non-contiguously in space.
II. METHODS
In previous work on approximate search, 'approximate' has meant to provide an error term or probability related to the approximate nearest neighbor result or the range boundary [12, 13] . A well-performing method of this problem formulation aims to reduce these error terms. This is not suitable for the case where there may be many false dismissals, because error terms primarily evaluate the quality of the positive class irrespective of the false dismissals, and thus varies by the density of the distance-to-query values. Instead, we are interested in the relative quality of results against the false dismissal class, and a simple problem formulation which focuses on this purpose. We define the approximate range query on Q and distance threshold γ to be R ⊆ R * , where R * is the exact search resultset on Q and threshold γ. An approximate search method proposed in Shieh and Keogh [8] follows the basic 'promotion' sequence given in Section I-A, where the authors encode a query Q at the base cardinality and following the sequence until a leaf node is reached. This leaf constitutes the resultset. Though we use this method as a base search approach for comparison, it must be stressed that this method does not directly answer the approximate range query because the results may be arbitrarily dissimilar.
This approximate search method has a sensitivity to the splitting parameter α. Depending on the size and characteristics of the dataset, after the splitting phase using a large α, a node may be 'under-split', meaning the more natural splitting can be at a higher cardinality (yielding dissimilar groupings within a node). The time series subsequence on S:
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Similarly, a small α 'over-splits' the data, yielding small resultsets and increased number of false dismissals since 'cousin' nodes at the same depth in the tree may be very similar and the search only returns a single node amongst these. Finding a natural α by experimentation is a poor strategy as the index build time is very large, and would only improve intra-node similarity in the average case, while some classes may remain unnaturally split. We address this issue by allowing α to be arbitrarily small and recovering the 'over-split' result using an approximate range query, where the traversal stopping condition is given by the desired range. This method yields higher performance, in terms of reduced false dismissals, with minor overhead cost.
Problem Definition 1 (Approximate Range Search on I)
Input: Query time series Q, distance threshold γ, query index structure I Output: Result set of time series data R Where:
A. Bounds on Query Index Structure
Our strategy to fulfill this search is that during the splitting phase, we store at each node the upper bound of the distance of any two time series objects of the node's SAX representation. This bound can then be used as a stopping condition in traversal. A SAX-encoded time series object S is some sequence of words at differing cardinalities, S = (w c 1 , ..., w c |S| ). We can define a bound on the Manhattan distances at a node N as a sum of the 'range' of each word (comparing the maximum and minimum possible unsymbolized data values encompassed by that word). Therefore we have b w = M ean(|w c i |), i = 1...|S|, where we call b w the word range sum (WRS) bound on node N . This bounding holds as an upper bound for any child node and further descendants,
We can improve the tightness of this bounding by assuming the query is a subsequence in the indexed data space. In this case, the pairwise distance bound on Node N is
In many use cases this may be a practical assumption, and assures no false positives are incurred. However, this bounding has limited scalability because the pairwise runtime is O(|N | 2 ), and is infeasible for large |N |. We introduce a threshold κ, under which b p is feasible. For nodes where |N | ≤ κ we do this pairwise computation, otherwise we approximate it with b w . If the b w is loose compared to b p , the search stopping condition using the WRS bound will be met deeper in the tree, potentially incurring more false dismissals. This threshold can practically be set by the maximum targeted resultset size, (i.e. κ = 1000, κ > |R|). This gives the user flexibility to expend greater computational cost of the pairwise computation on larger nodes, yielding a tighter bound higher in the tree and more accurate stopping criteria earlier in the traversal.
The above bounding methods can be used to ensure that no false-positives are incurred. However, even in the case of using the tighter b p , the bounding may be loose, requiring a large range threshold γ to be used in searching. To mitigate this, we define a median 'guidance' on the intra-node distance, which can be used as a finer threshold in searching. Though many of the elements in the resultset are considered false-positives relative to this guidance, it gives a more intuitive interpretation on the expected similarity of results. Where |N | > κ, the guidance is defined as g m = bw 2 , using the WRS bound above. Otherwise, we define the guidance as g m = median (d p (N.data) ). Note we use differing notation to stress that g m is not a bound. For clarity, we summarize to the leaf over a set of queries. We observe that for z-normalized values, dissimilarity over 0.4 units degrades in practical use, yielding poor matching of the temporal dynamics of the query. Given this interpretation, the distribution of g m responses (with median = 0.40) would ensure that half the queries are practically useful, while the bounding b p provides undesired stopping thresholds for nearly 90% of the data. For simplicity, we omit results using b w because in our context b p serves as a valid lower bound for it.
Given the above assurances on intra-node distance, we can provide an algorithm for the Approximate Range Search problem on the iSAX search index. This method traverses the tree until either the γ similarity threshold is reached, or a leaf is found. To begin, it retrieves the node N at base cardinality, and traverses until the stopping threshold γ is satisfied. If a node is an interior node, it can recover the split index by comparing its cardinality vector to its children. It then promotes this time step and looks up the new key-string in the hash data structure until a satisfying node is reached (returning an empty resultset if the node is a leaf and does not satisfy). If the satisfying node N is a leaf, the method returns its data, otherwise it concatenates all node data of the subtree under N . Using this method we can see that a smaller leaf size α does not increase false dismissals, it will only require more steps to concatenate split nodes. The situation can arise where the method returns an empty set, while positive results at range γ exist elsewhere in the tree. We summarize this section by illustrating an example search. Figure 3 (Left) compares an example query Q in black against the average signed distances of the query to the resultset, per time step. We plot: Q + + , Q + − to show the average distance incurred per time step. The magenta and blue lines indicate the distances at stopping condition γ = 0.57 and γ = 0.2659, respectively. These γ values are chosen because they compare the resultset after the drop in the bounding, with the bounding at the leaf (maximum depth). We observe the under-estimation of the query by R at the beginning of Q, and over-estimated near the center of Q, and generally the distances-to-query at γ = 0.57 are larger. Though these bounds were used, the maximum distance between the query and resultset may be lower: 
III. PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION
We present three evaluations on the proposed indexing framework. First, we compare the distribution of b p , g m , and final depth of searches over each dataset. This shows the fraction of data that we can expect to have search results of desired quality. Second, our evaluation takes into account that perhaps many false dismissals occur (often by orders of magnitude relative to the resultset) for a particular stopping threshold γ; our methodology provides a detailed comparison of the relative quality of the resultset against the set of false dismissals. Third, we show that we return larger resultsets than the base query method. Combining the three, we conclude that for a class of queries, our method is more flexible and yields larger resultsets of high quality elements than in previous work.
A. Data and Preprocessing
For evaluation, we index an Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) product (MOD13A2) from NASA's Earth Observation System (EOS) moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument. The dataset is freely distributed through the Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC) 1 . This dataset is a surrogate for the 'greenness' observed globally on the earth's surface, and is generated from daily observations processed to regular 16-day scenes (with an annual period p = 23), with approximately 1-km spatial resolution. The dataset can be considered a data cube, with scenes of m × n pixels, stacked at a height of d. A particular location on earth has a time series of d historical observations. We adapt the piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) [14] for fixed-length periodic data, ensuring values are consistently aggregated along annual boundaries. This produces k equallength segments of length l on each period. If the period p is not divisible by k, we aggregate the k-1 segments in the expected way. For the k th segment, we overlap it appropriately with the previous segment so it is of length l. We informally observe that l = 2 and l = 3 is effective to reduce some fragmentation in the SAX grouping introduced by noise or boundary issues, without significant degradation in time series dynamics.
We index the z-normalized time series to provide a consistent way to define query range thresholds for time series with high or low average vegetation response. Z-normalization is used only to provide a more principled evaluation; indexing without z-normalization differentiates similar shapes at different mean values. We use a splitting threshold α = 20, and analyze spatial 'tiles' defined on many MODIS data products across three scenes of two tiles each. We informally call these three scenes 'California,' 'Brazil,' and 'Zimbabwe,' respectively, though the data is neither complete, nor contained within, each political boundary. We choose these scenes to illustrate the spatial heterogeneity of the data, which makes a 'global' indexing non-trivial. Each scene contains 2400 × 1200 time series objects. We index 2-year overlapping subsequences starting with the first complete year of data, 2001, and generate further subsequences by shifting at steps of a year 
B. Querysets and Runtime Analysis
We present a brief runtime analysis comparing the base, proposed, and exhaustive linear-scan search methods. Presenting a large analysis of false dismissals is non-trivial because the exact search is executed with relatively large runtime, even on only 30M time series segments. Therefore, executing a queryset containing all subsequences generated on each scene is not feasible, though our index could complete the approximate search in large but tractable time. We generate a simple test to show the overhead cost of the aggregation step in the proposed approximate range search. We execute 40 searches, ensuring |R| > α in the proposed search method, meaning that resultset aggregation has occurred within each approximate search. The total cumulative runtime for the base and proposed methods is 3.47 seconds and 11.13 seconds, respectively; we have generated a single subsequence dataset to do an in-memory, single matrix-wise similarity computation in MATLAB, at 732.8 seconds, (averages are 0.08, 0.27, and 18.3 seconds per search). This linear scan runtime is internally optimized in MATLAB; implementing the linear scan with a conventional loop yields 925 seconds average per search. In experimentation, the aggregation step for arbitrarily small α still yields queries on interactive time scales (e.g. < 1 second).
Due to the limitations of the exact search runtime, we generate three randomly sampled query subsets from each scene at a size of 10K and 20K two-year subsequences. We have verified that results are sufficiently consistent across repeated random samples. For brevity, when reporting results, these querysets will be referred to by scene letter and number. For example, B2, Z2 identify Brazil and Zimbabwe, respectively, each using the 20K queryset. For simplicity, the query source and searched scene will always match, so these querysets also identify the scene for each result. Table II (rows 1 and 7). Figure 5 shows that the depth distributions of B2 (Left) and Z2 (Right) differ dramatically. On B2, many traversals are only at a nominal depth (e.g. < 5). This means grouping often occurs on binary SAX representations in Brazil, yielding poor similarity. We can use this analysis to hypothesize on the relative heterogeneity or noise characteristics between scenes, or the effectiveness of pre-processing such as aggregation or time series smoothing. Whatever the cause, Brazil intuitively seems a 'harder' scene to search than Zimbabwe. This is consistent with our experience with data quality of tropical regions in vegetation index datasets. the decreasing node sizes of base nodes (i.e. binary, k = 2 1 ) across each scene on logarithmic scales. The top-ranked node in Zimbabwe contains over 1M time series segments. This means that over 1M time series segments map to the same binary encoding. The top-100 largest nodes all contain more than 100K segments. Because of the structure of the tree, common time series segments which share a base encoding are more likely to be grouped with higher granularity after index construction. Using α = 20, the number of time series segments in 'unsplit' and singleton nodes in Brazil is 4.12M in comparison to 247K in Zimbabwe. Figure 6 (Right) gives an alternate perspective of these distributions, plotting the cumulative fraction of the top k nodes to the complete dataset. Approximately 20%, 50% and 90% of data is contained within the top 1000 nodes for Brazil, California, and Zimbabwe, respectively. 
C. Results

2) Rank depth test:
A traditional analysis of false dismissal rate is not suitable in our context because the upper bound is often not tight and not characteristic of the quality of grouped sequences. Expanding a range of 0.19 around the query, the number of false dismissals is large. Figure 7 (Left) illustrates the relative size of the resultset |R|, compared to the size of the resultset from the linear scan |R * |, reporting |R| |R * | . Satisfiability is given by γ = 0.19 with a resultset size |R| > 50, yielding 191 hits on C2. However, the false dismissals are massive, with the median quotient of 0.0119, resulting in false dismissals on the order of thousands. We find this order of false dismissals is typical across scenes. In our use case we are not interested in retrieving such a large search resultset. Therefore, false dismissal rate is not a good measure of our method since we would be most interested in obtaining a lesser number of highest quality results.
The nature of grouping on exact SAX subsequence representation is a stronger constraint to be satisfied than a fixed distance threshold calculated cumulatively across the sequence. The cardinality promotion operation fixes a progressively smaller envelope around each observation of a time series pattern in order to be assigned a particular word w i k . In contrast, a distance-to-query of 0.19 does not impose constraints on any particular distance per observation (i.e. |Q i − T i | < , for i = 1...|S|), only that the sum is below the threshold: We test this hypothesis by comparing the distance ranking of each result in R within the exhaustive resultset R * . The rank depth test is defined on each resultset of sufficient size (|R| > 50) satisfying the given γ. Given each S in R, we return the percentile at which d(Q, S) exists in the distance list of the exhaustive resultset R * , d(Q, R * ), where lower is better. This measure is invariant to the relative size of resultsets, however, this test is only suitable when |R| << |R * |. When |R| = |R * |, the rank depth is a permutation of the original rank ordering, with a median of 0.5. Similarly, in the case that there is no favor to the approximate search compared to the exhaustive method, the rank depth test will have a median of approximately 0.5 (a random sampling of rankings). We avoid the skew of large resultsets by first summarizing the percentile responses of each resultset by the median, so that each data point in the distribution corresponds to a resultset. Figure 8 (Left) shows the median rank depth per resultset, the median of this distribution is 0.17. This means that relatively high quality results are returned at this γ threshold. However, few results are found in the top |R| elements of R * . Across all scenes, the median recall of top-|R| results of R * is under 20%. This can be explained by the low-recall problem setting given the strictness of the grouping criterion: only one dissimilar observation is required in order for a pair of sequences to have different SAX representations. (Right) The median rank depth across scenes with varying γ, and hits > 10 (to ensure a reliable median). The few plotted points for Z2 are due to the sharp rise in hits. Figure 9 shows the rank depth results across each scene as γ increases. Figure 9 (Left) shows the number of hits which satisfy the specified γ and |R| > 50. We see that Zimbabwe has over 15% of queries satisfied at γ = 0.23, while California has roughly the same number of hits at γ = 0.29. Figure 9 (Right) shows that California and Brazil increase in performance as γ increases. Therefore even queries at higher g m can perform well relative to exhaustive queries at that range. Figure 7 (Right) shows the distribution of relative size of resultsets and false dismissals at an increased γ = 0.31. The decrease in the size difference quotient from 0.0119 to 0.0020 yields false dismissals on the order of tens of thousands, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the SAX constraint in producing high-quality results. In contrast, the distance threshold-based method degrades in relative quality quicker over increased γ. for stopping condition γ = 0.4, using bp on B2 (Left), and with γ = 0.3, using bp on Z2 (Right). Figure 10 The base search resultset size is bounded by α, and resultset sizes of the proposed search method are consistent for larger α at a fixed γ; therefore, this measure necessarily increases as α decreases. Our previous measures: depth, b p , g m also necessarily improve on increased α, balancing the desired quality of results with given computational resources.
3) Comparison over γ values:
4) Resultset size increase:
5) Searching for rare time series segments:
In the above analysis, we used querysets of randomly selected subsequences from each scene. However, in many use cases, users have a specific rare class of subsequence to study that may not be represented in that sample. Previous work has focused on time series exhibiting a change in temporal dynamics [1, 2, 15] as shown in Figure 1 (red time series), and Figure 11 . In the EVI dataset, these segments are rare because generally they require human intervention or natural events, such as fire or flood, which affect a relatively small area of earth. We construct a queryset for the persistent delta algorithm (PD) [15] (Figure  11 (Left)) and the Vegetation-Independent Delta algorithm (VID) [1] (Figure 11 (Right) ). For PD, we choose the 5000 top-ranked time series objects according to total vegetation loss over a duration of between 2 and 3 years. For V ID we take the top-ranked 0.5% of time series objects in Brazil and California, and top 0.2% in Zimbabwe (because changes are less prevalent in this scene). We create a two-year segment for each algorithm starting from January where the first 'changed' observation occurred according to the algorithm. Though these methods are not flawless and incur their own false positives, on visual inspection each queryset is intuitively skewed to relevant, rare subsequences corresponding to land-cover changes. Table II shows that for the P D and V ID querysets, in every scene the median g m of search responses increases, and median depth decreases. We also see that relatively few queries satisfy criteria for the rank depth test. Above, it's shown that the bounding distribution of Zimbabwe tended lower than Brazil significantly. By comparing the ZV queryset with Z2 (rows 7, 9), we see that it is now more similar to B2 (row 1) in terms of median g m and depth. This demonstrates scope for work in indexing for rare classes of interest in heterogeneous datasets.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have shown an effective extension to previous work on time series indexing for similarity search. Using this extension, we can reduce sensitivity to the splitting parameter α at a greater storage and computational cost (according to the resources of the user). Using strategies of bounding on the intra-node pairwise distance, we proposed an approximate range query method which had the flexibility of fast queries that can be easily refined or loosened based on a stopping condition γ.
This work provides an exploratory analysis formulating several future directions specifically addressing the challenges found in earth science datasets, shared in heterogeneous spatiotemporal datasets more broadly. EVI and other earth science datasets are characterized by a variety of largely stable or gradually changing, periodic temporal patterns and a minority class of abrupt change-event sequences. We have deeply explored these challenges in an effort to quickly retrieve 'interesting' subsequences, and shown the contrasting performance of these querysets under the approximate search.
Because exact matching of SAX encodings is leveraged in the data structure, data sparsity limits the index performance, especially in grouping sufficiently many similar, rare subsequences. Figure 6 (Left) illustrates that a large fraction of data resides in small nodes (e.g. |N | ≤ 10) at a base encoding. Incorporating domain knowledge to reduce dimensionality (like our simple adaptation of PAA for periodic time series) and choosing promotion time steps in a more informed way might practically stretch performance in this instance. More generally, aggregation and smoothing techniques are not well understood given the objective of preserving time series characteristics of interest such as sudden change events [16] . Future work would develop and evaluate specialized aggregation techniques for the preservation of these characteristics. As shown in Figure 1 , time series exhibiting a change in temporal dynamics are rarely grouped with suitable granularity. In the EVI dataset, vegetation dynamics tend to be stable in absence of relatively rare natural events such as fires and floods, or human interventions such as conversion to cropland, while the indexing method implicitly assumes all classes of interest will be of sufficient frequency. The size of data required to sufficiently index rare classes becomes intractable. In future work we aim to combine the symbolization indexing strategy with grouping criteria that have some flexibility to mismatches and warping. Future work will also further develop evaluation methodologies for low-recall problem settings, on heterogeneous datasets with potentially many query classes.
